DARYA LAUNCH EVENT
ASTANA 22-23 November 2022

DAY 2: PLENARY SESSION
WORKING TOGETHER IN
DARYA – FROM MODULE TO
NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
LEVEL

This project is financed by the European Union
• SUPPORTING NATIONAL REFORMS
  priorities in the field of education and training and skills development

• REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE

• MODULAR APPROACH : Each module provides the opportunity for different modalities of participation and engagement (familiarisation, capacity building, piloting)
How can DARYA be managed?

• This is a complex project as it involves many stakeholders at national as well as regional level

• Synergetic with actions of international development partners (donors as well as development banks)

• A lot can be achieved, if all work together, take responsibility and are ready to play an active part

DARYA action principles
DARYA ACTION
PRINCIPLES

• Open method of cooperation
• Knowledge sharing
• Shared leadership
• Mutual learning
• Policy dialogue & Policy learning
• Distributed responsibility
Key stakeholder groups in VET and skills development:

- Ministry of Education and specialised Agencies
- Ministry of Labour and specialised Agencies
- Statistical Authorities
- Employer and sectoral organisations
- VET providers and their staff
- Young people/students
- Civil Society Organisations supporting skills development for young people
Working in partnership

Possibility to share experiences, methods and tools developed at EU level to support VET and skills development as well as labour market policies focusing on inclusion and employability of young people.

Possibility to involve EU Member State organisations and practitioners with hands-on experience in specific policy issues in the sphere of VET and skills development.
Different types of engagement opportunities for EU Member State Organisations

Stakeholders from Central Asia have confirmed on a regular basis, that engagement with their peers from the EU is a valuable and unique input that EU support can provide.

EU Member State organisations could:
• take part in ad-hoc/one off exchange of good practice
• engage in regular good practice sharing
• participation in working groups
• Engagement in thematic areas and actions
Possible governance arrangements – to be discussed

- Executive Steering Committee (ESC)
- National Steering Committee (NSC)
- Regional Steering Committee (RSC)
- Youth Voice
QUESTIONS for plenary session:

• What are the bodies for DARYA governance at Regional level?

• What is the function of those bodies?
QUESTIONS for the Country session:

• What is the process in Your Country to have Government recognition of these bodies?
• What is the process in Your Country to have nomination of permanent members?
• How many members?
This project is financed by the European Union

THANK YOU!
Function of governance arrangements – to be discussed

- RSC: identification of regional DARYA priorities: key members of NSC
- NSC: aligning DARYA action with National strategies, specific country position and interest in the three modules: National stakeholders
- RYF: informal advisory group
- ESC: overview on work programme, budget, progress, monitoring and evaluation as an EU action: EC INTPA, EUDELs, ETF involving also EU Member States, development partners.